Waist Beads for Women, Colorful Belly Beads, Waist Chain, Elastic
African Waist Bead Body Jewelry, 2 Pieces Set Review-2021

Amazing Accessory In This Summer: Sexy and cute waist beads chain could be a smart and stylish
accessory as a bikini partner to feel more feminine and beautiful,choose the could be a smart and
stylish accessory as a bikini partner. Show your perfect body on the beach, catch more eyes on you.
Adjustable Size: the single waist chain is 31.5 inches (80cm) long and is equipped with elastic
elastic cords, Stretchable and More Durable, not Easily Broken, Convenient to Put on or Take off.
Material: these waist beads are made of glass seed beads, durable and colorful, you can mix the
waist beads; you can also use these waist beads as a bracelet, necklace or anklet, it can be worn
freely to meet your daily needs.
Perfect Gift Choice: Sexy waist bead body chain will be a perfect gift for your sister, friends, body
waist beads can make you more attractive in the holidays, beach, pool party, exude your charming
temperament, sexy and elegant.
Package Set: 2-piece Waist Chain Set is a Lightweight Summer Decoration for Women and Girls,
Have Many Different Colors, Choose Your Favorite Color Each Day, Affordable and Economical,
You Worth it.African Waist Beads for Women. Waist beads are unique fashion jewelry for your body.
These waist beads for girls are also an ideal gift option for the modern, fashion conscious women
who love new kinds of accessories.
Waist Beads Features:
- Various designs of African waist beads. A blend of color combination fine seed beads.
- Multi-purpose waist beads - can be worn around the waist, neck or ankle.
- Summer beach holiday style, This waist bead chain is great as a gift for a woman or a girl.
Material:
These hand made waist beads are made of glass seed bead. The circumference of the waist bead
is about 31.5 inch (80 cm), with elastic.
Various colors:
These waist beads are colorful, you can mix them to create your own styles. You also can take them
as a bracelet, necklace or anklet.
Good elasticity:
Our waist beads have good elasticity, suitable for all body types. You can wear them on the body
part as you want, easy to put on or take off.
Bikini partner: the belly beads are the great gifts for friend or family members, you can wear them on
beach and eye catching
Multiple Usage:
It can be a bead necklace.
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